Homemade Laundry Detergent

Ingredients

• 1 - 55 oz. box of Arm & Hammer® Super Washing Soda
• 1 - 76 oz. box of 20 Mule Team® Borax
• 1 - 10 pack of 4.5 oz. bars of Ivory® Bar Soap

Directions

Thoroughly stir together for several minutes and enjoy the results! You can take this a step further and blend the mixture in a blender or food processor to create a powder that will dissolve easily even in cold water. (Just be sure to let the dust settle before removing the lid of your blender or food processor so you don’t inhale the fine particles.) Store in a sealed container with a small scoop.

Each batch yields approximately 32 ounces
Use 1 Tbsp per small load
Use 2-3 Tbsp for large or heavily soiled loads
$ Cost .23 cents per load

Notes

Use whatever ingredients you are comfortable with. Brands of commonly used bar soaps include Kirk’s Original Coco Castile®, Pure & Natura®, Fels-Naptha®, and/or ZOTE®. Both ZOTE® and Fels-Naptha® are made for and sold as a “laundry bar.”
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